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ABSTRACT
Vocational education aims at preparing students for their future as professionals; thus, students are often required to undergo a form of on-the-job learning. Assessment of professional performance during on-the-job learning is not based on single observations, but on prolonged participation at the workplace culminating in judgement by a workplace educator. However, little is known about how educators reach a judgement. This paper, therefore, aims at exploring how educators inform their judgements about students’ professional performance. We consider the workplace to be a participatory learning environment, which entails that judgement about professional performance should be made in relation to the community students participated in and that the educator from that community has a central role. Our study takes an explorative approach based on interviews and uses template analysis to generate insight. Findings revealed that educators use multiple strategies to gather and process information about students to inform their judgement. Findings also showed that assessment starts at the first meeting, when the educator forms a first impression of the student and judges whether or not the student is suitable for the job. Educators at the workplace also showed that they are aware of the context in which they form their judgement.

Introduction
Students in vocational education are often required to undergo a form of on-the-job learning as part of their formal education, such as work experience, internship or apprenticeship (Guile and Griffiths 2001). Common characteristics are that students go to a workplace for a prolonged period of time (typically 3 to 6 months fulltime, or one or more days a week for up to a year) and are usually assigned an educator who takes the roles of both supervisor and assessor. When assessment is thus located at the workplace, the workplace educator is given an important role as assessor and their task is essentially judging whether or not a student performs adequately (Van der Vleuten et al. 2010). Assessment at the workplace based on observations of a student performing a specific task, such as making jam or administering IV fluids, is relatively well understood (Gingerich et al. 2014; Govaerts et al. 2011; Kane, Crooks, and Cohen 1999; Kogan et al. 2011; Mazor et al. 2007; Yeates et al. 2013). Assessment of the student’s overall performance at the end of a period of workplace learning that requires a postponed judgement of the workplace educator is much less understood. Work placements can vary in length from three months to a year during which time a workplace educator
witnesses the student’s progression. For assessment, this means educators have to oversee a long period of learning and take into account an abundance of information before they can judge a student’s performance. However, little is known about how workplace educators reach this judgement and this needs to be better understood in order to gain more insight into the assessment of workplace learning. This paper, therefore, aims at exploring how workplace educators arrive at a judgement about students’ professional performance during a prolonged period of time.

**Assessment of workplace learning as judgement**

When workplace educators play a pivotal role in establishing whether or not students perform adequately, we need to find a way to describe how they do this. Research from the domain of medical education holds that professional performance at the workplace is complex and its assessment requires human judgement, since it cannot be reduced to the mere application of predefined criteria or the completion of an evaluation form (Berendonk, Stalmeijer, and Schuwirth 2013). Govaerts et al. (2007) suggest conceptualising the assessment of professional performance as a process of judgement and decision-making with educators as active meaning makers at its core. A question that remains is what is meant by ‘judgement’.

In research on judgement and decision-making (JDM), judgement is explained as arriving at understanding and research into judgement focuses on how humans make judgements and what potentially influences that process (Goldstein and Hogarth 1997). However, JDM research can be characterised as having a predominantly cognitive approach and it tends to view human judgement separate from the context in which it occurs. By applying a purely JDM perspective to workplace learning, we would not do justice to the complex reality of workplace learning.

The complexity of workplace learning becomes apparent when considering its dual purpose; students acquire the competencies of a specific occupation and also develop corresponding identities (Guile and Griffiths 2001). The development of a professional identity by developing a vocational habitus, which denotes the disposition, values and beliefs that might make a student the right person for the job, can be seen as the hidden curriculum of workplace learning and is often not part of formalised learning outcomes (Colley et al. 2003). Developing a vocational habitus is ‘intimately bound up with the social context in which it is situated’ (Colley et al. 2003, 475). Furthermore, workplace learning is influenced by social circumstances at the workplace and cannot be considered separate from these circumstances (Virtanen, Tynjälä, and Anneli 2014). We thus propose seeing the workplace as a learning environment that is participatory and where participation by the student is crucial to learning for an occupation (Billett 1994, 2004).

The participatory nature of workplace learning adds an additional layer of complexity to judging student performance: assessors at the workplace are more often than not primarily practitioners with little to no training as educators or assessors (Trede and Smith 2014). These different roles that workplace educators fulfil can have conflicting interests. The student is similar to a new colleague in the sense that both enter the workplace community through legitimate peripheral participation and building relations with co-workers is a natural part of increased participation (Lave and Wenger 1991). As a practitioner, you build a relationship with a student as you would with a new colleague, while simultaneously being responsible for their assessment. This means that workplace educators need to juggle not only the contextual nature of learning at the workplace and the process of identity formation, but also their personal relationship with the student as a colleague and potentially conflicting interests in their different roles.

Seeing the workplace as a participatory learning environment has two important consequences for assessment. First of all, since participation is at the core of workplace learning, assessment is seen as connected to the community of practice at the workplace (Rømer 2002). Furthermore, the aspect of identity development is a crucial part of learning at the workplace and inherently relational, which entails that judging student performance is equally relational (Colley et al. 2003). Workplace educators are part of the community of practice and their judgement of student performance is intricately
connected to social interactions and relations. Researchers in the domain of JDM have highlighted that the social context of judgement plays an important role (Goldstein and Hogarth 1997; Tetlock 1985). In order to accommodate the participatory nature of workplace learning, we propose adding to the cognitive perspective on judgement by complementing it with a more situated approach through the philosophy of inferentialism, which assumes the ability to reason and make judgements through social interaction as central to understanding (Bakker and Derry 2011). Its emphasis on the social nature of reasoning and judgement creates a promising link between judgement and the participatory character of workplace learning. Thus, we propose seeing assessment of workplace learning as judgement based on social interaction within a community of practice.

Based on the work of Robert Brandom, Bakker and Derry explain inferentialism as a philosophy that ‘puts inference at the heart of human knowing’ (2011, 6). Brandom sees understanding as being able to give reasons or ask for reasons in social interaction and inferences are the conclusions we draw based on the connections between reasons (Guile 2006). These inferential connections between reasons are what enables humans to form judgement.1 Judgement here is not isolated, but rather a part of a coherent system of reasons, actions and judgements which Brandom names the web of reasons (Bakker and Derry 2011). Understanding judgement, therefore, involves knowing where a judgement came from and what follows it (Derry 2008). The web of reasons forms a normative context based on the community in which the educator is practitioner, acknowledging the participatory character of the workplace. To reach judgement means to be able to position a momentary judgement against reasons, actions and other judgements in the web of reasons (Guile 2006). Thus, following from an inferentialist perspective we can describe judgement as dependent on social interaction and position it in a web of reasons that connects it to other reasons and actions while simultaneously providing its normative context. In vocational education, research on inferentialism has previously been applied to student learning at the workplace (Bakker, Ben-Zvi, and Makar 2017; Heudsens et al. 2016). We wish to extend this view on judgement by applying it to assessment and shifting the focus form the student to the educator at the workplace.

In sum, by complementing a cognitive view on judgement and decision-making with a participatory approach through the philosophy of inferentialism we propose seeing the assessment of workplace learning as a process of judgement that is inherently social. During this process, educators draw on their web of reasons and make relevant observations and judgements and take actions in order to develop an understanding of students and their performance (Bakker and Derry 2011). In order to learn how workplace educators inform their judgement of a student, this study takes an exploratory approach based on interviews.

**Method**

To match the exploratory nature of this study, semi-structured interviews were conducted with workplace educators from different occupational backgrounds. An approach based on interviews was chosen to enable the researcher to access how participants perceive their assessment practice and explore what actions they take to inform their judgement of student performance (Kvale 2007). For analysis purposes template analysis was applied to all transcripts to allow for emerging themes to arise, fitting with an exploratory study (Brooks et al. 2015).

**National context**

This study was conducted in Dutch vocational education. The Dutch system of vocational education comprises two levels: senior secondary vocational education and higher professional education. Both levels are primarily aimed at qualifying students for work and include one or multiple prolonged periods of workplace learning. These two levels are considered vocational education for the purpose of this study. Workplace learning is organised by means of on-the-job training that can consist of shorter or longer periods (between 3 and 10 months) where students participate at
a workplace, and it is considered a fundamental part of vocational education (De Bruijn, Billett, and Onstenk 2017). At the workplace, students are assigned an educator, whose main role is that of a practitioner. As educators, they are tasked with mentoring and assessing students.

**Participants**

For the purpose of this study, nine workplace educators from three occupational domains and across the two levels of Dutch vocational education were interviewed. Using a convenience sampling method, participants were approached through the network of the research team. Participants were sampled with the help of key informants from different educational institutes. These informants were asked to provide workplace educators they considered to be experienced in their role as assessor (Miles, Huberman, and Saldaña 2014). The participants were approached via email or telephone.

The occupational domains involved were education, engineering (focused on building) and art. These domains were deliberately selected because of their differences when it comes to professional identity and culture. Education is a relatively clearly defined domain when it comes to the type of work professionals do and the competencies that are required for teaching. Engineering is much more diverse when it comes to professional practice and strongly subjected to change (Commissie van Pernis 2011). Art as an occupational domain is the most diverse and the domain where competencies that are difficult to capture, such as creativity and authenticity, play an important role (Rostan 1998). The educational domain comprised the following workplaces: a large regional education and training centre for senior secondary vocational education, a secondary school, and a primary school. From the domain of engineering a large construction company, an individual contractor, and a small architectural firm provided the context for the interviews. In the domain of art, the workplaces were aimed at different art forms: music, film, and illustration and design. All workplaces had several years of experience with educating students, ranging from 5 to 25 years. The resulting variety of workplace educators and insights into different practices have the potential to create a rich picture of how workplace educators reach judgement about students’ professional performance. Table 1 represents the sampling across occupational domains and levels of vocational education.

**Data collection**

An individual semi-structured interview was conducted with each participant after each had given informed consent. Fitting with the explorative nature of this study, participants were invited in the first phase of the interview to share their experiences with assessing students during workplace learning (Galletta and Cross 2013). During the second phase of the interview, probe questions were used to explore their experiences further and relate these to the theoretical concepts. For this purpose, we developed an interview guide based on theoretical concepts from selected literature (Figure 1). Starting from the premise the workplace is a participatory learning environment, the interviews focused on specific assessment experiences as lived by the educators (Billett 2004; Mazor et al. 2007; Mulder 2014; Wyatt-Smith and Castleton 2005). Literature from the domain of JDM (judgement and decision-making) led to a focus on a non-linear judgement process and the inclusion of the consequences a decision might have on the decision-maker (decision effect)

| Table 1. Number of participants per domain and educational level. |
|--------------------------------|--------------------------------|--------------------------------|
| EDUCATION | ENGINEERING | ART |
| SECONDARY VOCATIONAL EDUCATION | primary school | individual contractor | music |
| HIGHER PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION | secondary school, regional training centre | construction company, architectural firm | film, illustration & design |
| TOTAL NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS PER DOMAIN | 3 | 3 | 3 |
Further, research into cognitive processes involved in assessment inspired five possible phases of the judgement process: gather information, interpret information, evaluate information, judgement and communication of judgement (Allal 2013; Heller, Sheingold, and Myford 1998; Mazor et al. 2007; Moss, Schutz, and Collins 1998; Schutz and Moss 2004). The interview guide served as a mnemonic for the interviewer and was not intended as a strict guideline. Each interview lasted between 45 and 60 min and was conducted at the participant’s workplace. All interviews were audio-recorded and transcribed verbatim. Any references to organisations or individuals were removed from the transcripts.

**Data analysis**

The interviews were conducted and analysed iteratively in order to enable exploration of emerging themes in subsequent interviews. For the analysis, we used template analysis, which allows the researcher to develop a ‘hierarchical organization of codes’ (a template) from themes identified in the data (King 2004, 258). The template is further developed and refined during subsequent reading and interpreting of the data resulting in a final template that represents the relations between the different themes (King 2004). The present study applied template analysis in phases. The first phase defined three a priori categories for analysis: the judgement process, potentially influencing factors and the content of the judgement. These categories were used to organise the first data set consisting of the transcript of the first four interviews by allocating meaningful segments to the categories. The first data set was then further scrutinised using open coding. The codes generated during this phase were organised into themes and subthemes to form the first version of the template. This initial template was applied to the next three interviews (data set two) and simultaneously the analysis process was used to continue developing the template. Any adjustments made to the template based on the second data set were applied to the first data set as well. Subsequently, the adjusted template was applied to the final two interviews (data set three) to finalise the template and reapplied to the full data set to check for completeness. The themes in the final template were analytically interpreted, leading to the findings as presented here (see Figure 2).

The first group of themes in the template focuses on the judgement process. The findings in the themes *gathering information* and *processing information* together illuminate what strategies
educators employ to inform their judgement. The theme judging resulted in viewing the assessment as a continuous process of judgement. The next group of themes maps contextual factors that potentially influence judgement. Educator about self, educator about student and assessment context converged in educator sensitivity, as these findings showed what educators take into account during the judgement process. The following paragraphs further explore our findings and make relations between themes in the template apparent by discussing the three main results and illustrating these with fragments from the interviews. The participants are referred to by pseudonyms.

**Findings**

**Gathering and processing strategies**

Interview results show that educators use different strategies when they gather and process the information which informs their judgements. They pick up information about students by simply being present where students work and working alongside them. Chris, an educator for engineering students from higher professional education, describes how he picks up information this way:

> Everybody is working and then things stand out, yeah, exactly, it’s much more like that. At a certain moment you hear people ask questions and you think, gosh, that’s smart, he wouldn’t have, two months ago he wouldn’t have asked that.

Picking up information enables educators to perceive how students do their work, how they behave and how they relate to co-workers without interfering with their work. When an occupation has specific tasks that can be easily observed, such as cutting a fringe or chairing a meeting, educators also purposefully observe students executing the task to gather information about their performance. Harriet (education, higher professional education) explains how she orchestrates situations to be able to observe students:

> Well, if a class has two lessons per week, then I need to find something in my cupboard at least once a week I think. Just to quickly..., we’re often in the same classroom, just to have a look, that is the easiest and I definitely do that at the beginning, just be around or come take a look at the end of a lesson, that is, that will give you a good impression of the atmosphere.

Besides their own perceptions and observations, educators regularly receive information from third parties such as co-workers or customers. Alex, an educator in the arts for higher professional education, puts this clearly when he is asked how he knows what clients think of students: ‘[B] ecause I ask on both sides how it’s going, so both the student and the client’. Matthew (engineering,
senior secondary vocational education) shares a different approach, where he lets co-workers inform him:

You hear it from the boys around them, you can tell, there’s nine of them in a department, and the boys will tell you fairly quickly. Like, hey, this is a good one or this one knows how to get his work done.

Another source of information is the students themselves and educators talk to them to gather data that cannot be observed, such as their motivation or reflection on performance. When asked what type of information Arthur (education, higher professional education) gathers from talking to his student, he reflects: ‘Mainly why my student does what she does.’ Lisa (education, senior secondary vocational education) indicates that she also gathers a different type of information from conversations with students: ‘You get to know somebody, in the sense that I know how to deal with them, so, I should give them compliments for example.’ A less essential source of information that educators mention is products students make either for school or work.

While gathering information, educators have to process it in order to reach judgement. As a part of that process, educators discuss their evaluation of a student with others both within and outside the workplace, as Jessica (art, higher professional education) illustrates: ‘Well, we often do it together, so, you don’t do it alone. You always have a sounding board, because it’s unpleasant if I fail somebody while somebody else thinks it’s fine.’ To process information educators apply criteria which are often very practical and specific. Jessica describes a failing student: ‘You’re a poor intern when […] you forget things, or haven’t planned things well, or when you don’t pick up things.’ Besides applying specific criteria, educators also look at the overall picture of the student and their performance. Piecing together this picture requires educators to recognise patterns, which can be based on occupation, school year or the student’s general performance level and enable educators to determine how well a student is performing. Arthur explains how he categorises students using patterns based on early impressions: ‘Usually after two lesson visits I can say they’ll be fine, they’ll just about manage or this is going to be difficult. Those are the three categories that often go through my mind.’ Similarly, Matthew categorises his students according to job patterns he thinks they are suitable for: ‘I tell [them], listen, planning is not for you, I see you more in the area of real estate, but still in construction. Or in housing. In that market, you could function just fine.

Educators also use comparison to other students or colleagues as a method to evaluate a student. Chris describes his current students using this strategy:

We now have two students and they are totally different types. One is a girl and she is much more extrovert … and the other one is, he has just started this week, but when you look at him, you already know what type of person he is, he is much more modest.

Often experience or intuition enables educators to quickly assess whether a student is suitable and will be successful. Intuition plays a role especially at the beginning of the placement and during the job interview, as Connor (engineering, senior secondary vocational education) illustrates in a similar vein as Chris did in the fragment above: ‘When you look at the curriculum vitae, then you practically already know what somebody is worth.’ The overall impression of student performance is complete before the assessment instrument is used and educators see the instrument mainly as a tool to translate or justify their decision. Chris explains the role the assessment instrument has for him: ‘No, it’s, no it’s not that is helps me determine the result. It’s more that at that moment I express towards [educational institute] how we experienced it. More like that really.’

Continuous process of judgement

As a second result, the interviews showed that educators engage in a constant process of judgement that starts at the first encounter with a student and ends when the student finishes their on-the-job training. The process begins during the application process, where educators use letters of application, job interviews and sometimes student work as sources of information for the initial judgement
on suitability for on-the-job training at that specific workplace. When asked at which moment she knows whether or not a student is suitable, Jessica answers: ‘Instantly really. When somebody comes in.’ Similarly, Matthew indicates that during a job interview, he sometimes reaches the conclusion that the student is not suitable: ‘Sometimes guys come in of whom I’d say, look, I don’t think that our company is suitable for you.’ These examples show how educators make preliminary judgements about students at the start of their placement.

The continuous nature of the judgement process becomes apparent when educators explain the choices they make in guiding students. When guidance strategies or strategies with regards to gathering information are adjusted, these choices are preceded by a judgement about the student’s performance. Connor puts it very plainly when he says: ‘Someone who can’t do very much, I won’t give them a difficult job to do.’ The jobs he allocates to students are based on his judgement about their competence. Educators do not only adjust how they guide students based on judgements about their performance, they also adjust how they gather information about students. Alex explains: ‘And if they’re a little shy and self-conscious at the beginning, then you try to get them involved a little more often by looking over their shoulder, and another, well, for another student that just happens by itself.’ Similarly, feedback also marks the continuous judgement process. The educator has gathered and processed information, reaches a momentary conclusion about the performance and communicates this to the student by giving feedback. This is also apparent when educators choose to invest in a student whom they think has performed very well. This investment can take the form of a contract or position at the workplace after placement or a financial reward during placement. Jessica explains that this is common practice for her:

We have an intern now, many interns really the past two years, who we often ask to be a production assistant on set, you know, so here you can make some money and will you come work for us, you know.

Connor explains how he takes on a student as an extra pair of hands on Saturdays based on his judgement of the student’s character and aptitude: ‘I thought he was a nice kid and quick on the uptake and wanted to do all sorts of things, I said, look, I said you can come help me on Saturdays.’

Altogether, these fragments show that from the moment they meet a student, educators make judgements about whether or not the student is suitable and whether they will be successful at the on-the-job training. Essentially the assessment of professional performance in the context of a prolonged period of participation at the workplace is a continuous process of judgement consisting of multiple small judgements that culminate in a final judgement at the end of the placement.

**Educator sensitivities**

Fitting with the participatory character of the workplace as a learning environment, the third result reveals contextual factors of which the educators are aware. They are aware of themselves and their own role, they are sensitive to their students’ backgrounds and personalities, and they are attentive to the context they work in. The descriptions educators give of themselves show awareness of their identity as an educator. Jessica describes herself as ‘I’m pretty strict I think, I expect a lot from interns,’ whereas Lisa explains she is ‘more the type to say just go ahead and give it a try.’ These conceptions are put into practice through educators’ expectations of students’ learning and attitude. Besides their idea of themselves, educators also know their students. Connor describes a difficult student:
He was in third year, he did the third year for the second time I think. Yes, that’s, then you want to give him a chance at getting a foot in, that he starts enjoying something or that he gets his diploma.

This example shows that Connor knows his student’s background and takes that into account. Another aspect is the student’s personality and whether it matches the occupation he is training for. Arthur describes a student he struggled with: ‘He was pretty hesitant. I had to work very hard in that case and I did find that annoying at times.’ Educators mention having a good relationship with students as beneficial to the learning environment and Chris is very honest when he says: ‘Well, look, with one student you have a better connection than with another, that’s pretty obvious.’

The third contextual factor that educators are sensitive to is the context they work in. They are aware of operating on the intersection of school and work. Since expectations can differ, tension arises between the educational institute and the workplace. This is most tangible when instruments or procedures for workplace learning do not match educators’ needs. Jessica describes how little the assessment instrument means to her:

Then I think, well, that does not really apply in our case, or that isn’t important, or I didn’t see that at all, or that . . . but it’s not the case that it helps me with my assessment. One of those forms is purely for the translation. I say, so you want my assessment, these are the important points for you, so then I’ll fill it out, but not because it helps me or triggers me.

However, cooperation is considered valuable and educators feel that exchanging information and sharing insights can lead to successful cross-pollination. Alex illustrates this when he explains why meeting his student’s teacher is important:

[It] is valuable because, because you get a feeling for how the teacher knows the student, he knows him from the school situation, and how do I experience that from the workplace. […] But because the other is there, then you are in contact with both, both school and the workplace […] and it positions things very clearly, a conversation like that.

Characteristics specific to the workplace also influence expectations of student performance and the day-to-day work a student does, as Chris explains:

Especially when you’re a smaller firm, then you have to take into account a couple of other things as well. We can’t put students or employees away in a department somewhere and let them do the same thing continuously, so they have to be flexible.

The fragments presented here show what sensitivities educators have regarding contextual factors that are an inherent part of the judgement process. They are aware of their own background and ideas, their students’ backgrounds and the complex intersectional context of educating at the workplace.

**Conclusion and discussion**

This paper aimed at exploring how workplace educators reach judgement about students’ professional performance. The findings from our interview study have demonstrated that educators use multiple strategies to gather and process information, and that they engage in a continuous process of judgement that starts when they first meet the student. Our findings frame this judgement process against a participatory context which includes the educator’s self, their social relations with the student and the intersection of the workplace and school. The findings in this study are based on a small number of interviews and can therefore not be seen as representative of all workplace educators. Furthermore, we approached educators who were considered experienced and came recommended by a key person in the relevant educational institute. This might have resulted in participants who take their role as educator particularly seriously and act more conscientiously as assessors. In striving for a variety of participants we aimed at exploring different levels of vocational education and different
occupational domains, but this is by no means a complete study of these levels or domains, nor can the chosen domains be considered representative for other occupations.

We have taken a participatory approach to the workplace as a learning environment and have emphasised the social and relational character of workplace learning. In line with this approach, our results seem to indicate that educators use information from others to inform their judgement and check it against their peers, which may demonstrate a reliance of the social nature of the workplace. In several areas of assessment literature researchers have made a similar case for assessment as a social and collaborative practice when it comes to complex, open-ended assessment tasks, to enhance the quality of assessment through discussion and sharing experiences (Ecclestone 2001; Moss, Schutz, and Collins 1998). Research referring specifically to educators at the workplace suggests that assessment is a dialogical practice which requires collaboration and shared understanding (Trede et al. 2015; Trede and Smith 2014). During the interviews, educators stressed that collaboration (in any form) is not standard practice, but it happens when timely or simply by serendipity, matching the participatory character of the workplace.

Similar to the collaborative and social aspects of the judgement process, we can also view part of the information processing from a participatory perspective. In line with previous research, our findings indicate that educators seem to successfully use a flexible body of different types of criteria which are adjusted to the situation at hand (Sadler 2009; Wyatt-Smith and Klenowski 2013). This could imply that the criteria used to process information are to an extent situated. As part of this flexible body of criteria, educators use explicit criteria, specified by the educational institute as stated in assessment instruments. However, when participants were asked about how they used these instruments, a common response was that they are a poor match for the reality of the workplace and do little to support the judgement process. The explicit criteria in the instruments poorly represent the complexity of workplace performance: they are either too specific or too general to match the participatory nature of workplace learning. Besides the ill-fitting explicit criteria, educators also use latent criteria, based on personal experience (Wyatt-Smith and Klenowski 2013). Research into the assessment of complex tasks shows that both types of criteria are applied simultaneously and can complement each other (Allal 2013; Mazor et al. 2007; Van der Schaaf, Stokking, and Verloop 2005). Criteria are used to establish whether something is good or bad and in this way represent the norm against which a thing is judged (Sadler 1985). From an inferentialist perspective, as we have taken in this paper, we see that in inferentialism the web of reasons also forms a normative context that enables judgement about whether something is good or bad (Bakker and Derry 2011; Guile 2006). Thus, we could look at the flexible body of criteria from an inferentialist perspective and consider it part of the web of reasons the educator draws upon in order to develop an understanding about the student and their performance.

Besides fitting with an inferentialist perspective, the two types of criteria also invoke a more cognitive parallel. Viewed through the lens of dual-processing theory latent criteria, which play a role when educators form an overall impression of students, match the so-called type 1 processes. The explicit criteria, which are meant to be applied and scored, fit type 2 processes. Dual-processing theory posits that there are two types of cognitive processes involved in judgement: the quick and unconscious type 1 processes, and the slow and conscious type 2 processes (Evans 2008). Both information gathering and processing strategies can be viewed through this lens. Picking up information while working with students, using intuition, pattern recognition, and striving for an overall impression of student performance are examples of type 1 processes. Educators also use type 2 processes such as actively seeking out information about student performance using observation and checking their judgement with peers. The two types of processes, unconscious and conscious, are complementary in both gathering and processing information.

Quick and unconscious processes that inform judgement and situation specific criteria appear to be at odds with traditional views of assessment which require measurable standards of competence and could lead to questioning the quality of an educator’s judgement (Trede and Smith 2014). However, the quality of an educator’s judgement can be explored by creating an analogy to
programmatic assessment, which assumes that student performance cannot be judged based on a single assessment, but rather relies on the aggregation of information across a period of time (Schuwirth and van der Vleuten 2011). The literature on programmatic assessment asserts that any single assessment data point is flawed; instead, it requires large samples and long testing times for a trustworthy result (Schuwirth and van der Vleuten 2018; Van der Vleuten et al. 2012). Our findings show that educators use a variety of information sources to inform their judgement and rely on both their own observations and information from others. Considering the duration of an episode of on-the-job-training, educators spend a prolonged period of time interacting with the student, and gathering and processing information while making intermittent judgements throughout. From this perspective, the continuous process of judgement shares characteristics with programmatic assessment. When assessment of workplace learning is seen as a continuous process of judgement, each momentary judgement can be viewed as an assessment data point. Feedback opportunities and adjustments in guidance and information-gathering strategies demonstrate data points where an educator has gathered enough information to reach a momentary judgement. At the end of an episode of on-the-job-training, this results in a large sample of data points that has been gathered over a prolonged period of time. Our findings further also show that educators have a sense of self as assessors and are sensitive to contextual factors. They know their students, spend time with them, and provide them with regular feedback, thus ensuring meaningful assessment. This is in line with the proposition that the validity of complex assessments resides in the users (Van der Vleuten et al. 2012). Assessment of workplace learning and programmatic assessment both require expert judgement because of the similar levels of complexity involved (Berendonk, Stalmeijer, and Schuwirth 2013; Govaerts et al. 2007; Schuwirth and van der Vleuten 2018). This implies that the quality of assessment is inevitably related to the expertise of the educator in both programmatic assessment and the assessment of workplace learning.

Based on insights from the domain of judgement and decision-making (JDM), we expected utility, the effect of a decision, to play a role in the assessment of workplace learning. Utility can be explained as the value you attribute to the result of your decision (Hastie and Dawes 2001). In an assessment context, we find utility when assessors do not fail students because they want to avoid potentially negative consequences such as complaints. In line with research in the domain of medical education, we expected utility to take the shape of a reluctance to fail students or even avoiding it altogether (Cleland et al. 2008; Dudek, Marks, and Regehr 2005). What we found when educators were asked directly if they considered the effect of their judgement is that they mainly considered the pedagogical effect their judgement might have on the student and their learning, and they would strategically use the power of their decision to influence the learning process. The tendency to use judgements for their pedagogical effect positions assessment as crucial to not only learning but also suggests that judgement is closely connected to guidance at the workplace.

As our exploration has shown, assessment of student performance in the workplace may be conceptualised as a continuous process of judgement during which educators employ a variety of strategies. Regarding this process from a participatory perspective, we come to the tentative conclusion that assessment at the workplace using postponed judgement is a highly contextual practice that carries potential for trustworthiness regardless of its inherent complexity. Its potential for trustworthiness could aid the stronger positioning of the workplace in vocational education and training and challenge prevalent concepts of assessment. For further research, it would be interesting to study the judgement process in specific contexts in order to advance understanding of the complex interrelations between assessment of workplace learning and its contexts.

Note

1. In this study, we use inferences to explore how educators form judgements about students, but this is only part of how inferences play a role in knowing. In Making it Explicit (Brandom 1994) Robert Brandom explains that in communication we understand what the other says by making inferences about their reasons. We then respond
and are subsequently capable of linking understanding to response and expressing this link. Knowing is then not only inferences one makes, but also entails the capacity to figure out and bridge the differences in individual inferences through communication.
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